Thank you ~
~ to all of you who participated in our last-minute stitch-in last night with Ann Pettit of BrightNeedle. We all learned
some fabulous finishing tips and stitches from Ann, and she and her husband Ned are wanting to return to Arizona, so if
you weren't able to be with us last night, we hope there will be another opportunity sometime in the future. Aren't we
lucky to live in this very beautiful state where so many come to visit and see the wonder and beauty of the Grand Canyon,
Sedona, Jerome, and on and on?! Ann did leave her models here for us to exhibit for several weeks, so do take the
opportunity to come in and see these. I'll photograph them for a future eNewsletter, but if you're in the area, you will want
to see these amazingly detailed designs over one in person! They are truly amazing.
Some of our Summer Classes

Wavy Flag Fob/Bracelet ~ One Class ~ Saturday, June 23, 10:30 - 12:30 p.m.
Instructor: Linda
Fee: $40 (includes all materials)
How about a FOBulous way to commemorate the 4th of July? Join Linda for this class and learn not only the peyote stitch
but also the secret technique to make your flag fob/bracelet WAVE. The price for this class includes all of your materials.

Punchneedle ~ One 2-Hr. Class ~ Saturday, June 23, 2 - 4 p.m.
Instructor: Christy
Fee: $50 (includes all materials)
Have you tried punch needle yet? There are some fabulous new patterns in the shop that will make you want to learn this
fun, fast and easy centuries-old technique. The class project is your choice of either of the pins shown here ~ both
designs come in your kit. In the 2 hours you may be able to complete your pin. Your fee includes everything you need to
get started: #3 Punchneedle, special locking hoop, design printed on weaver's cloth, and a threadkit. Christy will show
you this very easy technique and a number of her beautifully finished models featuring a variety of finishing techniques.
You will also receive a 10% discount on all supplies ~ patterns, thread, etc. ~ for your next punchneedle project(s).

Flat Fold Finishing ~ One Class ~ Saturday, June 30, 1:30 - 4:30
p.m.
Instructor: Christy
Fee: $40 (includes text & finishing materials)
This unique finishing technique for stand-ups can be applied to many designs. Bring your stitched piece along with your
chosen backing fabric to class, and Christy will teach us (I hope to be a student as well ~ Yikes!) this finishing technique
that is especially wonderful for Holiday (including patriotic ones and Halloween) decorations ~ when the holiday is over,
these are easily stored in a box. The class text, The Flat-Fold, a finishing book by Judy Odell, is included with your fee.

Beginning Linen ~ One 2-Hr. Class ~ Saturday, July 7, 10:30-12:30
Instructor: Linda Fee: $30 (includes all materials)
Here we are, into our long, hot summer ~ a great time to brush up on your needlework skills! Make this beautiful
geranium bookmark that is the class project in Linda's Beginning Linen class where you will learn important and useful
techniques, with the classic book "Linen Stitches" serving as the class text. You will learn basic techniques and a
wonderful edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads. Join Linda for a fun-filled 2
hours with lots of tips!

Sampler Sunday ~ June 24, 1:00-4:00 p.m. ~ Fee: $10
Postponed from our usual third-Sunday-of-the-month time because of Father's Day, we will get together once again to
spend the afternoon sampler-making, as I imagine was done hundreds of years ago whenever ladies got together in the

parlor, only we will be in our classroom, and the topic for the day will be Maryland samplers, in anticipation of the
long-anticipated new book by Gloria Seaman Allen entitled A Maryland Sampling ~ Girlhood Embroidery 1738 - 1850 .
We tried to time this topic when the book was actually available, but now the publication has been postponed once again,
this time to August, and we can't wait any longer. If you wish to reserve a copy of this limited edition 400-page
cloth-bound book, please let us know. We have a number of them on order. Please join us for a lovely Sunday afternoon
with a wonderful group of ladies, and please bring your show-and-tell pieces to share, finished or in progress, a part of the
afternoon that we all look forward to. Please call to register.
June's LADIES NIGHT OUT
Friday night, June 29, from 7:00-11:00 p.m., join us for our summer Patriotic LNO ~ has it really been six months since
January's? Where did a half a year go? Oh, dear, stop the world, I wanna get off! ~ in Pleasantville! Do they have a
needlework shop? Well, before I get off, we'll have a going-away party, a/k/a Friday Night Pizza Party, a/k/a Ladies Night
Out, a/k/a a Lock-In (as opposed to Lock-Up!) Phone registration only, please, opens today, June 15, at 9:30 a.m.
Registration fee, $15. Due to the volume of calls, payment will not be accepted over the phone at the time of registration
but can be made any time prior to the close of business (9 p.m.) on Thursday, June 21. At that time any unpaid
registrations will be filled with those on the waiting list. The menu will no doubt include pizza ~ it's never too hot to eat
that, even in late June! Just in time for the big 4th of July celebration. We won't have fireworks, but there'll be some
red/white/and blue. And we hope that you can join us, Deb, because we know you'll be appropriately attired! The rest of
the menu is still being planned, but there will be a few door prizes and blue-light specials and lots of stitching and
shopping if you wish. We're going to try this again and see if it can actually happen this time: The
to stitch with you as well!
Coming this summer to The

Attic staff IS going

Attic

Beading a Fob in Peyote Stitch with Debra (date to be established when the new Fern Ridge Collection fobs are
here)
A Beautiful Biscornu ~ it's not a delicacy or a French pastry but a French adjective meaning complicated and
bizarre ~ come see how fun and easy this is!
The Waterfield Band Sampler Study Group ~ we'll try to schedule a start date while we still have the designer's
beautiful model here. Thank you, Page Dorsey!
Coming in September ~ A Very Special Sunday Afternoon
Don't forget to register if you plan to be with us on Sunday afternoon, September 9 (time to be announced) when

we will be privileged to host a "Live Trunk Show" featuring three of the most talented women in our
industry: Country Cottage Needleworks' Nikki Leeman, Crescent Colours' Sharon Crescent, and Little
House Needleworks' Diane Williams. These three ladies add such a great deal of pleasure to our pastime
with their charming designs and wonderful products, and you ain't seen nothin' yet! They have some very
special and exciting new things in the works that will be available for you in September, so don't miss it!
There is no fee for this very special event, but please call to register so that we know how many
refreshments will be needed.
June's Sampler of the Month ~ "A Sweeter Love" from Paulette Stewart of Plum Street Samplers

Here's a bit more of my progress ~ an apple tree with more leaves needed and a stone path with some missing stones and
a door to a yet-to-be-built house:

Our model is being stitched on 40c Vintage Sand Dune with Crescent Colour's Belle Soie. I'm very close to having used
all the colors and will soon have a conversion to Belle Soie available for anyone participating in our June Sampler of the
Month. As our Sampler of the Month during June save 15% on the chart ($12), a cut of Lakeside Linen ($17 - $20,
depending on the count/size of the cut), Crescent Colour's Belle Soie ($5.50/skein), or NPI silk ($4/skein). The verse is
just one of the things that is so special about this design, Paulette's verse: "If I climbed the highest mountain or crossed all
land and sea I could never find A Sweeter Love Than Thou hast given me."
What's New in the Shop ~ and Coming!
We begin with what's not here yet but on their way, at least the June part of this order, some WONDERFUL new kits from
Shepherd's Bush:
First row, "Glory" scissors fob ($14, 28c linen) the perfect companion for your new Glory scissors from Gingher;
"Life and Liberty" kit ($44, 32-count Antique Ivory)

Second row: The latest in their Sheep Series, "Wish" kit ($16, 32c linen with silk threads and a handmade
birthday hat button) and "Land That I Love" ($30 with 18c linen, overdyed and solid cotton floss, complete with
graphs for 4 alternative flags for needleworkers in France, Great Britain, Australia, and Canada).

Third row, two new kits on 10c Tula with cotton floss and a button, each $12: "America" and "Bees"

And coming in late August from Shepherd's Bush: "Happy Hunting" kit ($62 on 32c hand-dyed linen with hand-dyed
silk threads, silk floss, and a special collection of hand-crafted buttons); "Pumpkin Hill" kit ($30 on 32c hand-dyed linen
with overdyed silk floss and a button, not shown in the photograph); "Happy Halloween Fob" kit ($24 with green linen,
overdyed cotton and solid floss, a pumpkin charm, plus a special orange scissors); and "Family Sampler" kit ($50 with 32c
hand-dyed linen, silk overdyed floss and charms ~ a sampler designed to record your family and special dates).

And here's part of our Wall of Thread, all of the newest colors plus the earlier colors of Crescent Colours' Belle Soie, so
aptly named because it is indeed beautiful silk, giving us so much pleasure as we stitch!

Next, patterns we are absolutely thrilled to have the opportunity to bring to you ~ you'll see us listed on her
Web site as one of the exclusive distributors for Jackye's designs published under the name A Mon Ami
Pierre. Below are just a few we've gotten in and will be reordering very soon. Let us know the title or,
preferably, the JD/reference number for the chart you want. Visit her Web site at
http://www.amonamipierre.net/ and click on the photo of Jackye amidst her walls of designs to enter, then
scroll down and in the lower left click on the British flag to wait for Babelfish to translate, and then you may
read about the pages and pages of wonderful designs in English. Please remember that to ensure that we get
the correct design for you, it's helpful if you give us the JD/reference number of your selection(s).
Here's what we had in for a few days and, whoosh, they were gone:
Row 1: JD 259 "Alphabet de la Brodeuse" ($17.50) and JD 158 "Noel Blanc" ($15) ~ both beautiful
beyond words!

Row 2: JD122 "ABCD'M" ($13) and JD050 "Monogramme Chatons" ($13.50) ~ see the adorable kitties
in the border?

Row 3: JD 252 "Quaker Table Runner" $22 ~ a beautiful monochromatic, except for the lovely floral
spray in the lower right

Row 4: JD 260 "Victoria's Quaker" ($26.50) and JD 194 "Lettres A Maria Colette" ($25)

Row 5: JD 163 "Alphabet AMAP 8" ($25), the beautiful alphabet that you see at the top of her Web site
pages, and JD 260 "Generation de Brodeuses" ($26.50) with a number of wonderful motifs tucked between
rows of beautiful alphabets.

Row 6: JD 239 "Alphabet AMAP 7" ($22) ~ more beautiful alphabets

Row 7: And the exquisite JD 261 "La Trousse de Jeanne" ($25)
Now, if these beautiful French alphabets don't make you want to get your needles flyin', I'm not sure what will! I can't
stitch fast enough!

There's so much more to show you, but that will simply make this file too large, so there'll be another e-mail in a few
days. Enjoy your weekend, and if you are fortunate enough to be able to spend time with your father, either in person or
over the phone, enjoy that time together. It's so fleeting. Here's my father as he graduated from high school ~ and next to
it, my favorite "father" sampler, "Honor Thy Father" from R & R Reproductions, originally available as a kit but now
published as a chart, with two versions, over one and over two, with a verse both for a living father and one deceased. I
added some motifs reminiscent of my father and his passions, like lots of trees, because he planted trees in every vacant
spot in our yard, and the cardinals in those trees, especially in winter, and the cherry tree that provided the fruit for
Mother's delicious pies ~ and all of our family members, my mother, twin brothers John and Joe, my sister Gail and
brother Mike, and my brother Jer and me (in the gray hair). I was sad when I finished stitching this one ~ it was an
emotional journey with my needle for sure.

I'll be back in a few days with LOTS more!
Jean Lea
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